Living Local — Eating Local
A Western Mass. grassroots movement that promotes locally owned businesses
& educates communities on how and why we need to eat, shop, and live local.
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Growing Movement Encourages
Support of Family Eateries
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unning a local restaurant is a labor of love, and takes a team of dedicated employees to get the
job done.
“We all want to succeed at what we’re doing, so we start a business because we were
working at some place we weren’t appreciated or we saw something we could do much better,” said
Sonya Yelder, owner of
Souper Sweet Sandwich Shop. “To me, that’s why you see small businesses.”
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Thus, she is just one of literally hundreds of restaurants, farms, farmers markets, and other food(413) 525-0055
related businesses that not only buy local, but need local support to thrive.
centersquaregrill.com
Bill Cole, president of Living Local, said the main competition for local hot-spot eateries are chain
restaurants. While locals are not necessarily against these chain franchises, he said corporate money
does not stay in area communities. He hopes people support local restaurants because owners tend
to be more active within the community than a chain or franchise owner would.
“They live in the community, and they contribute to the community in other ways,” he said,
adding that one wouldn’t see the CEO of a chain restaurant at a local softball game — but local
eatery owners are often fixtures at such community events. “They’re spending their money here in
the community, they’re hiring people locally, and they’re spending time and effort here.”
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local food shops may prevent a customer from coming into the
restaurant.
Another big factor is customer service, which Yelder said is
often exponentially better at local restaurants. She argued that
local owners provide much better and friendlier service to every
customer who walks through the door.
“You’ve met that person, and you understand why they’re there. You don’t get that at chains,” she
noted, adding that small businesses are often family operations, and she likes knowing who is behind
the product.
Amanda Bousquet agreed.
Supervisor of the Kitchen in Longmeadow, she believes the friendliness of the employees at her
restaurant encourages people to keep coming back.
“We’re such a family-oriented place,” said Bousquet, adding that she sees consistent support
from customers. “If you come to a local place, you know you’re getting something fresh, and you see
smiling faces. It’s more comfortable and more relaxed than going to a chain restaurant. More people
want to go local instead of chain restaurants because they want to support the mom-and-pop shops.”
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“If you come to
a local place, you
know you’re getting
something fresh, and
you see smiling faces. It’s
more comfortable and
more relaxed than going
to a chain restaurant.”

Maria Alfarone, who owns Mamma Mia’s Pizzeria in Springfield, said that, although she has her
regular customers, it can be difficult to compete with big franchises. However, she argued the quality
is incomparable.
“I make fresh food every day, nothing is frozen, nothing is prepackaged,” Alfarone said, adding
that mom-and-pop stores often produce better quality food and service. “We’re very friendly with
people.”
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Loving Local

Support for these local eateries doesn’t stop at the customers.
Guy McFarlane, vice president of Sales at Big Y, said the company has an inside initiative that asks
store-level people if they are aware of any locally owned businesses in surrounding communities.
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finds that her customers are mostly locals as well. Even
though she operates the biggest farmers’ market in this
part of the Pioneer Valley, she sometimes struggles to make
connections. When reaching out to restaurants, she tries to interact with chef-owned businesses
instead of corporate ones, putting emphasis on local relationships.
Novak also said business can be tough when customers have to go out of their way to get to the
market, but knows it is worth the few extra miles.
“It’s really important for people, if they have to go out of their way, to go out of their way and be
supportive,” she said. “We’re very fortunate that we have as much agriculture left in our area as we do,
and if you want to keep it going, you have to support it.”
McFarlane said some smaller farmers are intimidated by what they think is going to be a
complicated process of setting themselves up to sell to Big Y, but added that the company does
everything in its power to make the process of setting up a new farmer as easy as possible. “It’s going
to be an ongoing focus for us to support our local communities.”
As for how people can support these area businesses, Bill Cole said it’s up to residents to make
buy-local decisions a priority.
“I think we need to change, and I think we need to do it ourselves,” he noted. “We have to work
together as a community — in this case Western Mass. — and we need to help ourselves. It’s trying to
help us help ourselves.”

Kayla Ebner can be reached at ebner@businesswest.com
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“Be accessible. Be creative. Get results.”

Monthly networking meetings - the first Tuesday of every month at TechSpring
(1350 Main Street, Springfield)
Visit LivingLocal413.org

The evidence is clear — and substantial:
Buying local benefits area communities!
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